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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tasked with creating a mobile app that addresses some of the  
extreme difficulties that arise when enduring a natural disaster, the CommUNITY  
app facilitates and prioritizes neighbor-to-neighbor mutual aid and relief through  
geo-located offers of and requests for goods and services, chat functionality, and 
virtual document storage. Meeting our client’s list of requirements was forefront in 
guiding this project through ideation to implementation. 

Through desk research, competitive analysis, and interviews with professionals 
working in the natural disaster relief space, we determined that the “big players”  
like Red Cross typically cover a large-scale disaster response immediately and 
effectively. We learned that there is an opportunity for smaller-scale neighborhood 
relief, especially when a disaster is damaging enough that professionals cannot 
immediately reach the affected area. 

We concluded our research synthesis and transitioned into creating user personas of 
an archetypal neighbor (aka a recipient), donor, and volunteer, as well as current- and 
future-state scenarios for each. We then developed a feature list that accommodates 
persona needs, mindful of the requirements given by the client. We designed the wire 
flows of CommUNITY that culminated in iterations of high fidelity wireframes and 
annotated micro-interactions.

Throughout the process, we remained cognizant of the possibility that we are 
designing for individuals who may have various residency or citizenship statuses, 
and the app should not identify users directly, nor connect them to an app that may. 
We created a built-in chat feature to keep communication within the CommUNITY 
platform itself. 

Although we designed the app for usage in a disaster, the app is not necessarily 
only a disaster response app; it can be used at any time. We displayed information 
and navigation in as straightforward a way as possible so that the user may easily 
complete desired tasks. CommUNITY is designed to be accessible and usable by a 
wide range of users, ideally fostering neighborhood connections in the process.
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REQUIREMENTS

Our team approached the app requirements as though they were given by a client and 
used them as guiding principles through each design phase. They informed the overall 
look and feel of the app and in the case of the map, became home screen features. 
During our feature ideation phase, we ensured that each feature idea fit into one of 
these categories, and prioritized each feature within that category.

Design an application to coordinate community-led efforts 
and respond to natural disasters, which  must include:

 Social media integration

 Interactive mapping

 A way for community organizers to view and manage   
 volunteers, as well as track donations

 A way for community organizers to associate volunteers  
 and donations with needs

 A way for users to volunteer and donate
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

In times of community crisis, larger organizations are tasked with tackling large scale 
crises, while local communities are left to manage non-life threatening situations. 
Neighbors within a community need a way to mobilize assets, organize teams, and 
distribute donations to other neighbors in need.  
 
How might we enable neighbors to form a network  
of mutual support?

Problem Statement

This product will focus on creating a neighbor to neighbor network that can be 
engaged during any natural disaster situation, with the MVP focusing specifically on 
hurricanes in order to keep a consistent storyline. The North-star Vision of the app 
is to enable neighbors to rely on community support, rather than being at the mercy 
of the response from large scale entities that usually provide response and relief like 
FEMA and Red Cross. 

The CommUNITY App will enable community members to quickly organize relief 
efforts and respond to direct requests for assistance. It will also allow neighbors 
(whether they are volunteers, donors, or recipients) to pool and distribute resources, 
whether they are directed financial donations, donations of time and/or services, or 
donation of physical items like canned goods or clothes.

MVP Overview
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METHODOLOGY & PLANNING

*Asterisked items denote required activities.

Phase Methods Deliverable

Discovery

• *Conduct user interviews
• *Analyze research
• Perform competitive analysis
• Produce a mood board

Research Insights Presentation

• Craft a user journey
• *Draft personas

User Scenario Map
Wireflow Diagram

Design • Create sketches
•*Craft low-fidelity wireframes Wireframe Annotations

• Design high-fidelity wireframes Clickable Prototype
Delivery • Facilitate Feedback Session Final Prototype & Playbook

Methodology

The CommUNITY app will come together over the course of 6 weeks. Each week will 
conclude with a major deliverable due by Tuesday 5pm.

Project Plan

DISCOVERY Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Research 
Insights 11.17.20

User Scenarios 11.24.20

Wireflows 11.24.20

DESIGN

Wireframes 12.1.20

Prototype 12.8.20

Delivery

Final Prototype 12.16.20

Playbook 12.16.20
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DISCOVERY & RESEARCH

The following aggregated research questions are organized by persona and guided our thinking in 
relation to our interviews, desk research, and persona creation. 

Research & Interview Questions

Overall: 
What happens before a natural disaster occurs?
What happens when a natural disaster occurs?
How do we systematically manage information from 
multiple sources and collaborate effectively to assist 
survivors, mitigate damage, and help communities 
recover and rebuild?

Community Organizer:
How do we engage local communities?
How do we bridge the gap between neighbors in 
individual communities?
How do we identify high risk areas within a community?
What will our time frames be for disaster assistance?
What are our limitations? 

Donor: 
How will funds and other donations be disbursed?
What information do we need to provide - tax 
deductibility info, other? 

Volunteer:
How do I get the most up to date information for what 
help is needed?
How do we systematically manage information from 
multiple sources and collaborate effectively to assist 
survivors, mitigate damage, and help communities rebuild?
How do I best communicate / represent my skills so that 
my volunteer time is best used? 
Is my safety ensured? How?

Neighbor:
How do we identify potential risk? 
How do we come up with contingency plans?
How can I evaluate my preparedness for an emergency?
What kind of technology, tools, and practices do I need?
How will the appropriate parties be notified that I need help?
How long will I need to wait to receive help?
What if there is no cellular service?
Is help available for people in my network who have not 
registered? How? 

Our team conducted six 1:1 interviews, each averaging an hour to gather insight on the current 
state of community led efforts, Our participants ranged from first responders to PH.D students.

Interview Participants

Tom: US Marshall
Experience in disaster response, search 
and rescue procedures, specifically 
related to hurricanes & wildfires. Main 
takeaway was that each disaster 
is unique to itself, and there are no 
standard responses for crisis. A tool to 
aid communities to support themselves 
is missing on the current market.

Lou: NYPD Sergeant, Office of 
Emergency Management
Member of the  9/11 emergency task 
force. Worked with city officials to 
create emergency response plans in the 
event of a natural disaster or terrorist 
attack. Biggest feedback is that many 
people know very little about general 
emergency preparedness.

Maggie: Campaign Manager
Community organizer with 12+ 
years of experience in campaign 
management
Noted how important it is for your 
data to be correct to ensure that your 
message is heard and reaches the 
correct audience. Advice was to keep 
track of donations to build a user base.

Tom: PHD Candidate, University of 
Hawaii at Manoa - Mutual Aid and 
response to crisis + pandemic. 
Tom helps bridge the gap between 
graduate students and other local 
residents via grassroots organizing. 
Biggest concern is privacy for 
undocumented residents and students 
and the disbursement of digital cash.

Ashanti: Policy & Research Analyst
A community leader who works with 
a variety of organizations to help 
provide resources to those in need.
Biggest piece of advice was to enable 
people within the community to know 
how to access and operate various 
provided services.

Meg: Red Cross, Regional Manager 
of Volunteers, Colorado
Expert in volunteer management and 
deployment strategy, budget and 
finance, focus on wildfire response
Highlighted that Red Cross response 
was immediate. Biggest challenge is 
public’s perception of what donations 
may or may not be needed.
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DISCOVERY & RESEARCH CONT’D

Our questions followed a traditional disaster timeline which addressed preparation before an event, 
the disaster event itself, what the organized response looks like, how volunteers are managed, and 
how donations are managed and distributed.  
We filtered the interview data into four main categories.

Key Interview Findings

Community Awareness of App
– If holding in-person events, it’s important to find creative ways to draw in community members to 
increase app awareness and downloads, i.e. with food vendors.
– Important to retain users to facilitate convenient peer-to-peer sharing of resources.
Communication is critical. 
– Who has evacuated? Who needs what and where?
– Easy implementation is key because users may be in a time of crisis or disaster.

Increase in peer-to-peer interactions
–There are no “cookie cutter” situations; priorities can and do change based on disaster or non-
disaster, type of need, location, neighborhood, etc.
–Important to focus on non-life threatening situations so that those in dire 
need can be cared for by trained specialists.
–Critical to consider technical issues where folks may not get notifications, see the app, or have 
internet connections. How might we find creative ways to reach them?

Increase in Donations
– Key to donations is ensuring that they are easily facilitated, and if online, easy to use on multiple 
devices. 
– Recurring monthly donations are important to grassroots organizing.
– Important to consider how need for donations is communicated while balancing safety 
considerations (such as advertising that you have many resources to share while not stating your 
specific location.)
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DISCOVERY & RESEARCH CONT’D

Completed a competitive analysis across direct and indirect competitors to understand 
the current market. 

Competitive Landscape

Findings
The emergency response ecosystem is saturated with top-down models, and models that fuse 
the different approaches necessary to address the extreme disparities in the scale of effects of 
foreseeable and unforeseeable emergencies. Through research and interviews, we discovered 
that overlapping capabilities and areas of responsibility mitigate the consequences of any single 
organization’s failure and diversify the types of services provided.
 
Market Opportunity Identified:
The opportunities to impact the crisis space are at the poles of crisis mitigation. Individuals struck by a 
crisis who are in need of support can dial 911 and wait for assistance from government agencies, but 
that channel of mitigation can be overwhelmed. However, during an event where survival is uncertain, 
victims  are unlikely to have the mental clarity (and perhaps not even the technological capacity) to 
seek rescue by sorting through a vast catalog of non-profit agencies and NGOs. Alternatively, hyper-
localized and passive functionality present opportunities to enable neighbors to offer one another 
mutual support in modalities that are  impossible for larger agencies to replicate.

C8 Coordinate: A global community 
designed to connect individual donors 

with individual victims. Donations can be 
financial or material.

Citizen: A free, large city app (currently in 20 
cities) designed to increase transparency 

between the city and its residents by 
providing real time, live updates.

American Red Cross: A national response 
service designed to quickly respond to 

emergencies by providing services such  
as clean water, shelter, & food.

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA): A national government agency 

designed to provide emergency relief in the 
form of managing and disbursing grants.

Meals on Wheels: A semi-global donation 
based service that provides food to the 

elderly and those in need.

Salvation Army: A semi-global, Christian-
based space intended to train for 

community assistance by providing food, 
emergency relief, rehabilitation services, 

clothing, and shelter. 

National VOAD: An association of 
organizations that mitigate and alleviate the 

impact of disasters by providing forums, 
promoting collaboration and coordination.

Next Door: A semi-global community 
where neighbors can borrow and sell items, 
exchange recommendations, and read the 

latest local news.

Facebook: A global social networking 
community that allows users to stay in 

contact with friends and family.
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SYNTHESIS

Through our research and synthesis, we pivoted our focus into the Neighbor persona. 
With goals constantly changing for an individual household, we identified 3 role-based 
personas that are common for a neighbor in a community.  These personas would guide 
the design of our MVP and help us align our focus on the core function of the app.

Personas
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SYNTHESIS CONT’D

Next, we focused on journey mapping through the lens of the identified role-based 
personas, the research conducted was used to inform a current state hurricane 
response as well as a future state hurricane response. We created a timeline which 
includes a “blue skies” period before awareness of a natural disaster, through to the events 
that occur after the disaster has occurred for both the current and future state journeys. 
Throughout these journeys, we integrated our three user personas and their involvement 
with the app, the disaster, and each other. These steps helped us identify potential areas  
of need and feature opportunities. 

Journey Mapping

Current State
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SYNTHESIS CONT’D

Future State
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SYNTHESIS CONT’D

We maintained a “big ideas” document to identify and track potential opportunities for 
post-MVP features as we conducted our research. The idea of ‘The Vault’ came during this 
stage, which we integrated into our MVP. Many of these ideas were generated directly from 
our interviews or gaps in service we identified during our user journeys. The following list 
represents the ideas we identified as the opportunities with the most reach and potential.

Ideal Feature List

Social Media Integration     
1. Easy Share link 
 a. Enable neighbors to REQUEST DONATIONS and VOLUNTEERS
2. Community Chat
 b. Enable CLOSER PROXIMITY CONVERSATIONS with Bluetooth technology 
3. Single Sign On
 c. Enable neighbors to easily on-board and sign-on to the community

Interactive Map / Mapping     
1. Location & Safety Status Updates *powered by Bluetooth
 a. Enable SHARING OF LOCATION AND WELLNESS STATUS to the community  
     app and connected social media accounts.
2. Interactive Maps 
 b. GEOTAG FOOD / WATER stations set up by FEMA/Red Cross, etc

Volunteer Management
1. Peer2Peer Community Board 
 a. IDENTIFY REQUESTS for services
 2. CREATE REQUESTS for services
 3. ALLOW USERS TO VOLUNTEER

Donation Management
1. Donation Tab 
 a. ENABLE DONATIONS OF GOODS
 b. ENABLE CASH DONATIONS via the popular cash app services

Recipient Usage
1. Curated Resource Library
 a. Create a REPOSITORY of preparedness articles & links based on geographic area
 b. Create a CATALOG OF LINKS  to larger organizations once they are deployed  
     in their community
2. Secure Digital Storage
 a. Create vault to STORE LEGAL DOCUMENTS such as proof of home  
     ownership, copies of ID's, etc in case they are lost
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DESIGN 

Prior to designing the solution, we ideated and prioritized concepts that would help 
bring the required functionality to reality in the MVP release of CommUNITY. We also 
incorporated an additional feature to help bring differentiation to similar competitors. 

Guiding Concepts for the MVP

Bringing together the guiding concepts, the sitemap informs the architectural design and 
user flow of the experience. This created a framework for our user scenarios, wireframes.
 and later our high fidelity prototype.

Information Architecture
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We organized key high-fidelity wireframes against the users flow to visualize the neighbors’ 
journey through their role-based tasks. These wireframes depict the happy paths, key 
feature sets, as well as annotations for describing the experience.

User Scenarios

DESIGN  CONT’D
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Based on the MVP guiding concepts and site map, we designed the first draft of high 
fidelity wireframes with feature annotations. These wireframes depict the happy paths, key 
feature sets, as well as annotations for services and micro interactions.

High Fidelity Wireframes + Annotations

DESIGN  CONT’D
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DESIGN  CONT’D
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PROTOTYPE

After 2 internal rounds of feedback, we landed on our final high fidelity wireframes. We 
organized the frames into a polished prototype, complete with links and micro-interactions. 
The prototype encompasses the user flows for all 3 role-based personas: volunteer, donor, 
and recipient and is ready to conduct user testing.

Final Prototype
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PROTOTYPE
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PROTOTYPE

Final Prototype Link

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f3bd11a2-2b1d-4049-86ed-ec116ab2a67e-a6ee/
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NEXT STEPS

We organized the wireframes into a high-fidelity prototype. The prototype 
encompasses the user flows for all 3 role-based personas: volunteer, donor, and 
recipient. Testing will follow for overall ergonomics and specific tasks per user type 
based on the following questions:

User Testing of Current State Prototype

Volunteer
Task: Reach out to a neighbor in need
1. How would you start a chat with your neighbor?
2. How would you find a neighbor in need near you?
3. How would you lend yourself to your community via this app?
4. How would you share a post to social media in order to   
    increase exposure?

Donor
Task: Create a donation list
Task: Share your donation post to Twitter
1. How would you donate an extra item/items you have around          
    the house?
2. How do you know what resources your neighbors are in need of?
3. How would you conduct a search to see if a similar item has 4.  
    already been donated or requested?
5. How would you share a post to social media in order to gain  
    more views? 

Recipient
Task: Find a nearby donation for a flashlight
Task: View your digital driver’s license
1. How would you search for an item you need?
2. How would you create a post for something you need if it  
    wasn’t already available?
3. How would you show proof of identity if you lost or didn’t have  
    access to your hard copies?
4. How would you contact the donor you need to get in touch with?
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NEXT STEPS CONT’D

Future iterations of the app would include “nice to have” features that were not feasible 
to explore within the initial 6 week time period, such as: 

MVP to Full implementation

Bluetooth-enabled messaging 
This feature would alleviate overburdened cell networks in time 
of disaster, or in the case that they’re not functioning at all by 
allowing instant messaging with neighbors within close range.

Resource & Supply Calculator
Estimates a persons potential survival time based on their 
current provisions (like food and water). These estimations 
will be based on nationally accepted preparation guidelines 
and recommendations per type of disaster.

Community Awareness Library
Deposit of articles and literature to help the community 
prepare early for natural disasters and to lessen the workload 
of the community organizers after a disaster.

Insurance Discounts
Offered as an incentive for neighbors to download the app.
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APPENDIX

Mural Board
Google Drive
Week 1 Creative Brief
Week 2 Presentation 
Week 3 Presentation 
Week 4 Presentation 
Week 5 Presentation 
Competitive Analysis
Journey Map - Current State & Future State
Interview Notes & Questions 
Research Synthesis
Research Synthesis + Personas (Week 2)
Feature List
Whimsical Site Map
Link to Final Prototype

Links to Project Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vyGVW2Hfft-bvgJom-hrS16Cg7MGpMDy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fSzs4otdoCcJ_rqm45GMQk7T-zhJlgX2?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hMHtBBZUiDUKe8suCFngqdzHTvIO-OvpzB8EYE2_78M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-CMAcoxEzcq_ljbMIUY7naZNla-nl9zDM4sCWTCfjl8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a-zvjTlgsYPpicP1CHTSPqC6g4OYceW65i1ThyKq-ns/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fb5Xu5Zpf8V2muWtV2a4dVBoNfjjq5vArk-haN3DvEo/edit?usp=sharingv
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/195q-d6zWPVq3neVC-S6wvfNozZSzkDL6ZMNrYwjRGCA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KbX4HWmTFFuj4l2XtaeeCVzWzBz3vzRzhCIUYqX7KC0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-iNkvIPpaXPfOLSnruuvNSDeZUM8sfz1tRlcAu892l4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OP5u4YI8pUghr32ZdA4fzPEMnaXLcrZ5_GqHXBg0dhs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xaODpLEugMDsm4ujfa5ee8uoy6uDAOa7pts6FLl1y1M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-CMAcoxEzcq_ljbMIUY7naZNla-nl9zDM4sCWTCfjl8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QQQ1J3GrwrzhCmZ3sk_fxiNfM3UY2qEHdC3pj-V8ry8/edit?usp=sharing
https://whimsical.com/community-app-community-board-interactive-map-post-a-request-rec-2HAeh5BQkVLsiu7wDZgCTa
https://xd.adobe.com/view/f3bd11a2-2b1d-4049-86ed-ec116ab2a67e-a6ee/

